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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.5
1} to lose your license to practice law. One of the pussycat hatted Nutria told Farmer Tice that she (or he for

that matter!) wanted to have Judge Krudd _________________ for sentencing him to farm prison.
2} in Latin “to this” or “as needed”; to take action for a specific problem or “fix”; a temporary fix; spur of the
moment fix. Nightmares caused Farmer Tice to make an _______________ announcement in the park.
3} the highest point; apex; acme; summit; pinnacle. The Nutria started with unimportant speakers. Then, came

well known speakers. Finally, at the ________________ of the speeches came the big kahuna, Farmer Tice.
4} in physics, the fissile material needed for a chain reaction. A nuclear physicist must understand the

properties and nature of ____________________ in order to operate in nuclear power plants.
5} describes feats of agility & fancy maneuvers through the air. Farmer Tice took over the controls of the

flying saucer and made some very daring, __________________ maneuvers.
6} famous philosopher of the 20th century & authority of math & logic. After the aliens smarted him up about

100 notches, Farmer Tice could have talked philosophy with geniuses like ________________________.
7} to deduce; predict; figure; conclude; infer; to predict outcomes based on facts. Farmer Tice tried to

__________________ his thoughts using simpler language, but his wife thought he was using a strap!
8} to go in a downward direction; lowering oneself. The aliens didn’t ________________ their flying saucer

until they were certain it was safe.
9} acronym meaning absent without leave; a term used in the military. Farmer Tice was supposed to stay on

his prison farm but went _______________.
10} the complete range or scope of something; full range of emotions; full range of musical notes. By scanning

him from head to, inside & out, the aliens were able to test Farmer Tice full ________________.
11} a type of movement; a quick dropping, sliding motion. Farmer Tice took over the controls of the flying

saucer and did a ______________________ that scared the critical mass out of the aliens.
12} to unload or release; release from duty or employment; fire a gun. Farmer Tice received an early

_________________ from the army. They couldn’t get rid of him fast enough!
13} being used or taking advantage of for profit. The Nutria brainwashed the young people into thinking they

were being __________________ and convinced them to join the Sit Down & Don’t Work movement.
14} gas; a fart. While in the transporter chamber, Farmer Tice had a bad case of _________________ that

stunk the aliens out of their little flying saucer.
15} something worth arguing or debating about. Few of anyone would doubt that Farmer Tice is

_______________ the dumbest man in Hokum.
16} the business side of agriculture (farming). Once the aliens made Farmer Tice a genius, he became an expert

in __________________ and made a lot of money off of his crops.
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17} someone who raises money for a business or organization. In book #4 Gonosz Vagyok, the evil one

behind the Nutria, was the _________________ behind the Indigent Lives Matter movement.
18} very confused; extremely mixed up; paralyzed by confusion. When the aliens promised to make him the

smartest man in the world, Farmer Tice was ________________ as to how they would accomplish that.
19} ruled by a stern dictator. With his wife running the farm as warden, Farmer Tice’s 90 days sentence

meant ninety days of living under ____________________.
20} basic; rudimentary; primay; foundational. Before you can pick up a violin and play, you must first learn

the basic _____________________.
21} a portable toilet or vessel. Instead of using the outhouse on cold, winter nights, Farmer Tice uses a

_________________, which he keeps next to his bed.
22} to shrink; make dense; compact; reduced. When going on a long, arduous hike, you ought to carry food

and snacks that have been __________________ as to save space and not add a lot of weight.
23} free markets; free enterprise; supply & demand; our economic system. The Nutria wanted to do away with

_________________ and become communists, thinking the government will take care of them.
24} awake; alert. When Farmer Tice regained ____________________ back in the middle of the cornfield,

the aliens had left, and he had no recollection of what had happened.
25} in Marxism, the ruling class; people who run businesses, banks, etc.; manufacturers; The Nutria hated the

__________________with a passion and wanted to bring about an Indigent Lives Matters revolution.
26} heavenly; a dreamlike state; feeling of well being. The aliens were amazed to see that Farmer Tice had a

_______________ look on his face upon coming out of the transporter. He loved the smell of his own farts.
27} do well; thrive; prosper; develop well. After the aliens treated the farm with special vitamins, all of the

crops _________________, and Farmer Tice’s wife could hardly believe her own eyes.
28} stirred up; distured; upset; aroused. When the aliens told Farmer Tice they couldn’t take him back to

Zolameir with them, he became ________________ and yelled, “AND WHY NOT?”
29} the millions & millions of people in a society. One of the pink pussycat hatted members of the Nutria told

Farmer Tice about the exploitation of the ____________________caused by the bourgeoisis.
30} 4 pecks or 32 dry quarts; 8 dry gallons; unit of measurement in agriculture. After Barf Crooks ate nearly

a _______________ of cheeries, he started farting & had to be fitted with a fart arrestor.

acrobatic, ad hoc, agitated, agribusiness, arguably, AWOL, befuddled, Bertrand Russell,
blissful, bourgeoisie, bushel, capitalism, chamber pot, masses, condensed, consciousness,
tyranny, critical mass, culmination, descend, Dipsy-Doodle, disbarred, discharged,
exploited, extrapolate, financier, flatulence, flourished, fundamentals, gamut
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1} to lose your license to practice law. One of the pussycat hatted Nutria told Farmer Tice that she (or he for

that matter!) wanted to have Judge Krudd disbarred for sentencing him to farm prison.
2} in Latin “to this” or “as needed”; to take action for a specific problem or “fix”; a temporary fix; spur of the
moment fix. Nightmares caused Farmer Tice to make an ad hoc announcement in the park.
3} the highest point; apex; acme; summit; pinnacle. The Nutria started with unimportant speakers. Then, came

well known speakers. Finally, at the culmination of the speeches came the big kahuna, Farmer Tice.
4} in physics, the fissile material needed for a chain reaction. A nuclear physicist must understand the

properties and nature of critical mass in order to operate in nuclear power plants.
5} describes feats of agility & fancy maneuvers through the air. Farmer Tice took over the controls of the

flying saucer and made some very daring, acrobatic maneuvers.
6} famous philosopher of the 20th century & authority of math & logic. After the aliens smarted him up about

100 notches, Farmer Tice could have talked philosophy with geniuses like Bertrand Russell.
7} to deduce; predict; figure; conclude; infer; to predict outcomes based on facts. Farmer Tice tried to

extrapolate his thoughts using simpler language, but his wife thought he was using a strap!
8} to go in a downward direction; lowering oneself. The aliens didn’t descend their flying saucer until they

were certain it was safe.
9} acronym meaning absent without leave; a term used in the military. Farmer Tice was supposed to stay on

his prison farm but went AWOL.
10} the complete range or scope of something; full range of emotions; full range of musical notes. By scanning

him from head to, inside & out, the aliens were able to test Farmer Tice full gamut.
11} a type of movement; a quick dropping, sliding motion. Farmer Tice took over the controls of the flying

saucer and did a Dipsy Doodle that scared the critical mass out of the aliens.
12} to unload or release; release from duty or employment; fire a gun. Farmer Tice received an early

discharge from the army. They couldn’t get rid of him fast enough!
13} being used or taking advantage of for profit. The Nutria brainwashed the young people into thinking they

were being exploited and convinced them to join the Sit Down & Don’t Work movement.
14} gas; a fart. While in the transporter chamber, Farmer Tice had a bad case of flatulence that stunk the

aliens out of their little flying saucer.
15} something worth arguing or debating about. Few of anyone would doubt that Farmer Tice is arguably the

dumbest man in Hokum.
16} the business side of agriculture (farming). Once the aliens made Farmer Tice a genius, he became an expert

in agribusiness and made a lot of money off of his crops.
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17} someone who raises money for a business or organization. In book #4 Gonosz Vagyok, the evil one

behind the Nutria, was the fiancier behind the Indigent Lives Matter movement.
18} very confused; extremely mixed up; paralyzed by confusion. When the aliens promised to make him the

smartest man in the world, Farmer Tice was befuddled as to how they would accomplish that.
19} ruled by a stern dictator. With his wife running the farm as warden, Farmer Tice’s 90 days sentence

meant ninety days of living under tyranny.
20} basic; rudimentary; primay; foundational. Before you can pick up a violin and play, you must first learn

the basic fundamentals.
21} a portable toilet or vessel. Instead of using the outhouse on cold, winter nights, Farmer Tice uses a

chamber pot, which he keeps next to his bed.
22} to shrink; make dense; compact; reduced. When going on a long, arduous hike, you ought to carry food

and snacks that have been condensed as to save space and not add a lot of weight.
23} free markets; free enterprise; supply & demand; our economic system. The Nutria wanted to do away with

capitalism and become communists, thinking the government will take care of them.
24} awake; alert. When Farmer Tice regained consciousness back in the middle of the cornfield, the aliens had

left, and he had no recollection of what had happened.
25} in Marxism, the ruling class; people who run businesses, banks, etc.; manufacturers; The Nutria hated the

bourgeoisie with a passion and wanted to bring about an Indigent Lives Matters revolution.
26} heavenly; a dreamlike state; feeling of well being. The aliens were amazed to see that Farmer Tice had a

blissful look on his face upon coming out of the transporter. He loved the smell of his own farts.
27} do well; thrive; prosper; develop well. After the aliens treated the farm with special vitamins, all of the

crops flourished, and Farmer Tice’s wife could hardly believe her own eyes.
28} stirred up; distured; upset; aroused. When the aliens told Farmer Tice they couldn’t take him back to

Zolameir with them, he became agitated and yelled, “AND WHY NOT?”
29} the millions & millions of people in a society. One of the pink pussycat hatted members of the Nutria told

Farmer Tice about the exploitation of the masses caused by the bourgeoisis.
30} 4 pecks or 32 dry quarts; 8 dry gallons; unit of measurement in agriculture. After Barf Crooks ate nearly

a bushel of cheeries, he started farting & had to be fitted with a fart arrestor.
Farmer Tice didn’t
quite know what to
think of his visitors,
nor what to call them;
sir or madam.
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